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DE V E LO P PE RS N O T E S

Congratulations!
First we thank you for purchasing this application. We hope you’ll have fun with this new app’!
This user guide will help you to understand how the application had been designed. Even if it’s interface is very intuitive, you’ll find
in the next lines all what can be done in details.
For any support, please contact us at support@pangolab.com or join us on Pangolabs’ website (www.pangolab.com).
To keep the best going on, you’ll find some new releases on the Apple appStore. Check out for the latest!
Something you need to know first...
This application had been released for iOS 10 and higher. Please note that some popup appearances can differ between one OS to the
other.
You can perform this application from iPads compatible with iOS 10. We suggest you use 9,7’’ iPad minimum size. This application is
very tight to Prego software and contains lots of technology that, in some rare cases, could make it slow on old iPad models. As it had
been thought to be a professionnal tool, Pangolab suggest users to keep their Apple hardware updated and purchase new iPads to be
compatible with new iOS releases without any lack of speed. Pangolab is deploying solutions to make old slow iPads still usable for
completing new models, to extend Wily! interface and to make the investment sustainable.

Prego is a trademark of Yngve Sandboe AS,
registered in Norway and other countries.
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UNDERSTANDMENTS

Wily! is a lighting control surface which can be used to control Prego lighting software. As Prego had been designed to be controlled
by different hardware types and brands (old AVAB, E.GO controls, ADB, Behringer consoles...), Wily! had been developped in the
same way of thinking. It can be used to complement those hardwares or can be use alone as main lighting desk.
A modular light control surface
Wily! application is designed to provide simple and quick access for performing Prego from a single iPad. However, if the user needs
more access or a bigger surface, several iPads can be connected together to add some modules to the Wily! system.
i.e. : if you need an access to 16 fields at the same time, you only have to connect 2 iPads with Wily! on the same Prego station. And
that’s it! You have to think each iPad with Wily! as a single module building the final full control surface you need.

A Wily! control surface
built with 4 iPads
Each of the four Wily!
views can be displayed
on each iPad

Prego lighting software
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CONNECTIONS

Two connections for the better of both worlds!
You can connect Wily! to Prego by an ethernet link either wi-fi or wired.
Wireless connection gives you instant mobility. You just have to move inside the Wi-fi covered area to bring Prego control with you!

Wired mode gives you the secured connection you need to perform a show without being exposed to a fallible wi-fi quality service.
Through this connection, will be sure that orders and feedback will all be taken in charge at the maximun speed and in the most
secure way.

Both of two modes are ethernet based making them very smooth and simple to interface.
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CONNECTIONS

Wired connection (on iPad with Lighting)
To connect Wily! to Prego by an ethernet wired link please use the following Apple adapters :

12W-5V supply
Camera adapter Lighting-USB3

USB2-RJ45 adapter
RJ45 Cat.6
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CONNECTIONS

Wired connection (on iPad with USB-C)
To connect Wily! to Prego by an ethernet wired link please use the following Apple adapters :

USB-C->RJ45 adapter

RJ45 Cat.6

RJ45 Cat.6
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CONNECTIONS

Setting an IP address for wi-fi connection :
To set the IP address of the wi-fi ethernet connection, follow this path from iPad main screen : General -> Wi-fi

The network currently reached (tagged)

Wi-fi on/off switch

Select the wi-fi network you want to reach

You can set either a manual IP or use automatic mode (DHCP)
Important : if you doesn’t know the router address (or if you don’t have any router), fill the Prego address in the router line.
That’ll prevent the ipad from searching for another Wi-Fi and from disconnecting Wily!
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CONNECTIONS

Setting an IP address for wired connection :
To set the IP address of the wired ethernet connection, follow this path from iPad main screen : General -> Ethernet

The detected USB/Ethernet adapter

Important : Each ethernet connection needs a different IP to work fine. You need to set an IP for the wired connection, another
different for each wi-fi network, etc....
Wily! is able to switch from the wired to the wi-fi connection manualy or automatically when the lighting adapter is unplugged.
To ensure that property to works fine please never use the same IP address for the wired and the wi-fi connection.
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PERFORMING MODES

First of all, Wily! is designed to be an actual console. It has also the ability to be an advanced client. In those two different
applications, it offers two performing modes.
Console mode
This mode is designed for console operations. iPad(s) are close to the Prego screens, beside an hardware or alone. You will need
Wily! to work as an hardware do. If you press a record key on Wily! you want a record popup to be opened on Prego screens. This
gives you all the available access offered by an hardware surrounded by Wily! feedback and its dedicated touch access.
Client mode
This mode is designed for distant operations. It allows all Prego operations, far from Prego screens, with a minimal lack of comfort.
Under this mode, if you press a record key on Wily!, you want a record popup to be opened on the Ipad screen rather than on the
Prego's wich are probably out of your sight. In that mode, some functions are not relevant or need such a level of detail, it’s not
included in Wily! If you want to track devices, you will be better back on Prego screens watching the Prego tracking windows
which has a smart and quick access for the device management. This function key will be grayed in client mode.
Auto mode
Console mode is naturally the best if you’re connected to Prego wiredly in ethernet well seated back in front of your Prego screens.
Distant mode, is well designed for mobile application that needs a wi-fi connection to Prego.
The auto mode detects if you’re connected with a cable or wirelessly and automaticaly change Wily! mode from console to distant.
Record popup on iPad
A dedicated button gives you the ability to open record popups on iPad on console mode. This button is always activated in Client
mode.
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DO W NL OA D

Download « Wily! App » for free from the App Store

using an Apple ID . It is available for iPad and iPhone*.

download and install

Wily!
try Wily! for free!

* Please note that currently, the iPhone application doesn’t offer as much access as the iPad one. iPhone application might have big improvements in the future.
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SOFTWARE COMPATIBILITES

Wily! had been developed in tight relationship with Prego. Pangolab developers and Yngve Sandboe did a lot to make this project
possible and professional. Over the years, Wily! became a part of Prego software so it will take place inside it as a new console.
As ADB Hathor software is Prego based, Wily! is fully compatible with it.
Prego and hHathor can be reached through the Wily! license bought.
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LICENSES

To activate outputs, Prego or Hathor needs a license. This license is furnished with your ADB console for instance.
To establish a connection with a Prego or Hathor station, Wily! needs a license too.

Wily! license embedded in your Prego/Hathor dongle.
Your Prego/Hathor license is stored in a dongle which is embedded inside your console
(ADB Freedom, Liberty, Imago or E.GO Control Tenrec, Amina)

PREGO/HATHOR Dongle

Those dongles can be upgraded to embed a Wily! license. Wily! rights are provided by the Prego/Hathor dongle, so you just need
to download and install Wily! on your iPad and connect it. The Wily! license is bought through your Prego or Hathor reseller who
will send you a code to upgrade your Prego/Hathor dongle.
In the Prego/Hathor network master-backup-client environment, the Wily! license rights are spread through the master dongle
for all Prego/Hathor stations available on a session.
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LICENSES

There are two different licenses :
The Wily! single user license allows you to connect one iDevice to your system.
The Wily! multi user license allows you to connect several iDevices at the same time to your system. The amount of iDevices
connectable depends of your hardware capabilities. We set the limit to 4 currently which can be spread over master, backup or client
station.
This licence is designed for companies, institutions, venues. The user only needs an iPad with Wily! app installed onto. This is the
best solution for multi-ipad connections on Prego systems. Wily! app will extend the current hardware connected to Prego (E.GO
Controls, old AVAB, Behringer, and others consoles).
If you just purchased a new ADB console from 2018, you might have a Wily! single-user license included with your Hathor
license. To activate your Wily! license, please ask your ADB resseller.
Goodies :
Wily! single-user license is free for Prego and Hathor free 64 output licences.
Wily! multi-user license is free for Prego and Hathor offline editor.
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W ILY ! A C T I VAT I O N O N P RE G O S O F TWARE

Wily! need to be enabled on Prego as other consoles need to be. That can be
used to stop allowing a user to perform your Prego system. There is a list of
all known users, with their last connection date.
Follow this path Prego->Consoles->Wily console->select your iPad->Enable

Wily asking Prego for a first connection

Enable all Wily consoles

Enable each Wily console you need to. Store it.
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W ILY ! A C T I VAT I O N O N P RE G O S O F TWARE

When Wily! is connected to Prego, it grabs all the show datas to be totally
synchronized.
The navibar center screen displays the entered values in blue when ready to
use and in red when already used.

If Wily! is disconnected from Prego, the offline message appears in the navibar center screen display.
All the Wily! content is cleared when you are offline. When Wily! reconnects
to Prego, it grab all the show datas to be totally synchronized.
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W ILY ! A C T I VAT I O N O N P RE G O S O F TWARE

Without any Prego to connect to, the demo mode is active.
In this mode, Wily! is filled with dummy values to allow you to
manipulate some objects inside a dummy play.
Wily! remembers the last joined Prego station. If you had been yet
connected to a Prego station, and then disconnected, Wily! will
display «offline» instead of «demo mode». As soon as Wily! reaches
the network again, it will automatically reconnect to the last joined
station. To go back to the demo mode again, go into :
Wily!->Network->Connection->Forget last joined station
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CHAPITRE 2

Interface overview

by PANGOLAB™
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CONCEPTS

NaviBar
This object is always
displayed. It is used to
change the view content,
it
gives
access
to
important functions and
it
displays
entered
values.
Related view
This zone displays the
content belonging the
menu activated from the
left keys of the NaviBar.
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NAV IB A R DE TA I L S

Wizard
Used to change
keys functions

Access to views

Central screen
Global
Entered values"
"
"
"

Connection search
Wifi / Wired Mode
Time
Battery level
Preferences

Independants
GM
GM playback
B.O.
Freeze
Informations

Network
Wily mode
Scroller calibration
Movers way
Keys setup
Skins
About
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SETTING A CONNECTION

Before using Wily!, you must set a connection between iPad and Prego station. There are two ways to access the Network settings :

double tap on the right part
of the NaviBar screen

use the preference key, then select
network item > connection

The list of the discovered Prego stations over the network is displayed. You can select the station where you want to be connected.
When a connection has been established once, the station is remembered. Last joined station will be reached automatically.
If nothing appears in the station list, please check first your ip adress and double check if you’re connected to the same network as Prego station is.
(The ip adress of your iPad is available on the network item > Informations.)

If Wily! consoles are not enabled on Prego, the station
will not be displayed on Wily!
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OP E RAT I NG M O D E

Wily! has 3 different operating modes. It is important to understand all of those regarding to the application working bothway with
the Prego station.

Console mode (by default)
This mode offers a full interaction with the connected Prego station. Wily! is recognized not as a simple client but like a console
connected to the Prego station. That mean if you call a function on Wily!, supposed to open a popup on Prego, it will appear on the
Prego station screens. All functions of the application are accessible. Controls are embedded both ways.
When this function is active, a screen icon
" will appear on the NaviBar screen.
Client mode
In this mode, Wily! works as a client of the connected Prego station. It means some functions could not be accessible because you’ll
probably be far away from the connected Prego station screens. Wily! will handle anyway, in a simple way, some popup supposed to
appear on the Prego station screens.
When this mode is active, a client icon

will appear on the NaviBar screen.

Automatic mode
In this mode, Wily! chooses itself the best mode to be connected to the Prego station.
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WI Z A RD M OD E

Some keys are user customisable.
To change their function, you need to activate the
wizard.

Keys respond to a text color code.
Dark grey text is used to indicated normal functions while
red text is used for all record type functions.

When wizard’s active, assignable keys turn blue.
Press the desired key to access to the function list.

record type keys
a standard key in
wizard mode

a virtual key in
wizard mode

function type keys
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CHAPITRE 3

Wily menu

by PANGOLAB™
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NE T W OR K PR EF E R E N C E S

When you select the Connections item, Wily!
will search over the network the Prego stations
available. You’ll be able to reach one by
selecting it on a list.

Network preferences

The Prego stations already joined will be
remembered.
The last joined station will automatically try to
be reached.

Available items in network preferences
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WI LY MO DE

Wily! mode view

All about those item are detailed in the Interface Overview chapter
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WI LY MO DE

Client mode is the most appropriated when you’re far away from the Prego station. In this mode, some keys are not relevant
because their action needs to be close to the Prego screens. To avoid any mistake, keys in client mode appear in another style and
are disabled.

virtual keys in client mode

standard keys in client mode are filled
with light grey
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WI LY MO DE

USE DOUBLE TOUCH FOR GO

Wily! had been designed to perform a show just by using one or several iPad.
The outsmarting touch performances of the iPad screens give a true unique encoding experience. By the way, this sensitive touch feeling
could affraid operator when we’re talking to playback a show. Pressing GO button by mistake or making the famous «double GO» could
occur as on conventionnal hardware keys.
If you want to avoid this possible issue and be safe and well prepared to playback properly your next cue, with an 100% secure way of working, please activate the USE DOUBLE TOUCH FOR GO function.
When active, single finger touch on GO button will not work anymore. You can’t do any mistake by pressing GO button as you’re doing
usually.
From now, look to your Wily! keyboard and press GO with one finger. Hold it. Now, look to the stage what’s happening and when the
right moment is there, add another finger on the GO button. There the cue will be playedback.
This function is particulary smart, because it connect directly the operator to the stage, without the need to look to the keyboard to playback a cue.
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SCROLLER CALIBRATION

Scroller calibration is used to
calibrate rolls.
First you need to choose the
scroller you want to calibrate.
If several rolls are available for the
selected scroller, choose the roll
you want to calibrate first.
You’ll see the available colors in a
list. Select one, then press
keys to make the roll going
backward or forward.
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MO V E R WAY S

You can change the the way movers go
in positions.
Fisrt select the mover you want to set.
Then you can set the following options
:
• invert pan
• invert tilt
• swap pan/tilt
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KEYS SETUP

The keys setup allows you to manage your keys
configurations.

keys setup

Default
Load default load the default key configuration. It
could be the configuration commonly available
for all your team. This configuration is
automatically applied at startup.
Save default allows to save
configuration after modification.

a

default

Files
You can store as many custom configurations as
you need. Choose Save file to store one !
Choose Load file to select in the list the
configuration you want to load.
If you want to delete an unused configuration,
select the Delete file item and choose in the list
the configuration you want to delete.
Manufacturer

Available choices to manage keys configurations

You can load at any time the manufacturer
default configuration.
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USER USER HELP

You can download Wily! user manual from this section.
The iBook store will be opened to download directly the Wily! interactive
iBook user manual inside iBook application. Once downloaded, the user
manual will be stored inside your iBook application.
You can also download the Wily! user manual from our website. (pdf file)

User manual section

Wily! user manual ready for download
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ABOUT WILY

Wily! release
the Wily release number
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SKINS

You can change Wily! apperance by selecting a skin.
For Prego users, the default skin is «Electro-gray»
For ADB Hathor users, the default skin is «imago black».

ADB Imago Black

Brillant Aluminium

Electro-gray
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CHAPITRE 4

Main view

by PANGOLAB™
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OVE RV I EW

The main view

Main screen
Function keys
Playback screen

Main playback
Keyboard

Level wheel

This is the view synthetising the essential controls to perform Prego
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MA IN SC RE EN M O D E

The main screen is the central part of the MainView. It has two modes toggled by the «Display switch».
The normal mode displays channels while the other is used to choose within differents objects you need (groups, palettes...)

Main screen (channel mode)

Main screen (workflow mode)

Stage/Field
Header

Top header bar

Channels filter

Displayed field
A/B
Channels icons

The main screen displaying a scrolling channel grid

A single list
Bottom option button

The main screen displaying software object lists
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Channels icons

Their are 5 display styles for channels depending on their kind and selection mode

Standard channel
normal mode

Standard channel
selected mode

Device channel
normal mode

Device channel
selected mode

channel selected
ONE mode
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workflow list

Select the preset mode you want to use :
Select the palette mode you want to use :
select : select channels stored inside a preset
replace : replace current content by the
selected preest
merge : merge preset channels levels with
the current one

select : select the devices stored inside a palette
execute : playback positions for all the devices included in the palette
fetch : apply the parameter values of the palette to the selected device(s)
only (if relevant)

Select the selection mode you want to use :

Select the look mode you want to use :

select : single selection of a group
ch+ : add group to the selection
ch- : remove group from selection
if : select channels on a group IF they are on

Replace : replace current levels and positions by the selected look
Merge : merge current levels and positions with the selected look
Positions : fetch positions of the look for the selected devices
Select : select the channels stored inside a look
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workflow list
The groups, presets, looks or palettes where the selected channel(s) belong to, are displayed in red.

palettes belonging to the selected device are displayed in red
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KEYS

The main view handles a lot of keyboard keys to call on functions or to set values. All those keys are fully customisable by using the
Wizard key of the NaviBar. User keys setup is storable by using the Wily! key.

Functions keys

Master keyboard

The 36 functions keys are available
by scrolling left & right six per six.
Set them up to your hands!

The master keyboard contains all the keys to perform channels
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KEY CUSTOMIZATION

To change the function of a key, press the Wizard button. Each key turned in blue is customizable. Press one to choose its function in
the key popup. If an argument is relevant, write it by using the keyboard. Please refer you to Prego-Hathor user manual for more informations about arguments.
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MA IN PL AY B A C K

At the right side of the main view, you’ll find the playback control and display.
All playback controls and display belong to the playback label automatically.

The display

The controls

It belongs to the playback now playing.
You can change elements by touching
the relevant zone :
•"sequence
•"preset in B
•"out & in time
•"delay in & out itme
•"wait time

The playback keys are non customisable
because of their automatic index to the
plakback number.

The wait time belongs to the option
switch :
•"alert
•"follow
•"wait

The rate button allows to switch the faders
to control the speed of the running
crossfade.
The shaft coupling sliders allow to link
both faders shafts together. The mode by
default is «linked». It is available for both
crossfader and rate shafts.

Main playback
The Rate button allow to switch between
crossfade faders and speed control faders.
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PLAYBACK SETTINGS

Wily! provides you an interactive access to playback functions.

Press time label to set time for the next step.
Press the playback label to change the playback

Steps auto timing
The 3 A-F-W buttons apply the
wait time setted on their side.
A : Alert mode
F : Follow mode
W : Wait mode

Press sequence label to change the sequence inside
a playback
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PLAYBACK OPTION KEYS

On the left of the main playback, 3 buttons set options belonging to the relevant
playback.

Modify
Turned ON, this function stops the execution of Prego autotimes.
Disable actions
Turned ON, this function disables Prego actions links
Split
Turned ON, this function actives the Prego split mode.

the 3 playback option keys
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R E C O R D P O P U P O N I PA D

Wily! first rules : ergonomy and quick access

As Wily! had been created to be a console, performing Prego or Hathor
software, Record popup where opened by default on Prego software
when Wily! is in console mode.
When Wily! is in client mode, the record popups are displayed on
iPad, because you would probably be far away from your Prego
screens...
The Rec. popup on iPad key, allows to choose on the fly, to open record
popup on the iPad or on the Prego software when Wily! is in console
mode.
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CHAPITRE 5

Movers view
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OVE RV I EW

The mover view contains 8 encoder wheels to set the device parameters. On the right side, a special screen displays interesting stuff...

Device option screen
touch bottom buttons
to display related
control

Main screen
displays the
device
parameters

Wheel unit
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WH E E LS

On the left side, the movers view contains 8 encoder wheels plus a central main screen. That can be cut off in 8 wheel units :

Wheel
Wheel name
turn the wheel to
set the parameter
value

the 8 wheels are named
from «A» to «H»

Left parameter display
shows the parameter name,
its current palette and
palette name

a wheel unit

Right parameter display
shows the parameter
name and its value
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The wheels

Palettes buttons
are used to change the
activated parameter
family and to record
palettes
Press several times to scroll the
parameters along wheels if arrows

Parameter screen
press the screen to
access the parameter
list or to set a value

Wheel sensitivity
turns the wheel
sensitivity in fine mode
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The wheels screens

or

Quick left display access
if the parameter has linear values
-enter a value with the main keyboard and tap this part to apply it
-if no value is entered, tap this part to open a local keyboard
if the parameter has a list (fixed color, gobos wheels...)
-tap this part to open the list of available positions

Quick right display access
tap the right part to open the available palettes in
which this parameter is recorded
shortcut : two finger tap to apply a palette to
all the parameter belonging to its family
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DE V I CE OP T I ON S C R E E N

The device option screen has 5 modes :
The device option screen contents

Keys
Displays 14 user custom keys
Level
Sets the level of the selected device(s) depending
on the One/All mode.
P&T
Moves pan & tilt parameters of the selected device(s) depending on the One/All mode.
Colors
Displays a color picker for RGB/CMYmix devices
Displays color list for scroller devices
Palettes
Displays available palettes for the selected devices

14 users keys
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MO V E R S PA LE T T E L I S T

The palette list allows you manage your palettes.

or

select a palette from
the list gives you acces
to palette actions

palettes belonging to
the selected device are
displayed in red

You can create a new palette from you device(s) selection. You can update, rename or delete a palette.
Please note the difference between execute and fetch palette :
• execute will playback positions for all the devices included in the palette
• fetch will apply the parameter values of the palette on the selected device(s) only (if relevant)
shortchut : quick access to fetch by a two finger pressure on a palette of the list, after selecting one or sevaral device(s).
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F L O AT T I N G K E Y B O A R D

You can open a flotting keyboard to enter direct values or to select channels by pressing the Keyboard key.
You can move this keyboard over the view using drag’n’drop.
Values entered on this keyboard can be applied to a parameter by touching the left parameter display.
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BIG C OL OR PO C K E R & F LO ATTIN G KE YBO ARD

You can open a flotting big color picker by making a long pressure on the «Colors» key. The floatting keyboard can be
displayed as well at the same time, speeding up your workflow for color setting over multiple devices.
You can make color shortcut on the fly by drag’n’drop colors over one of the six color shortcut container.

device currently focused

drag'n'drop a color from the left color
color preview to one of the six color
shortcut container

Acces to color, keyboard and device level at the same time

long press for big color picker
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CHAPITRE 6

Faders view
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OVE RV I EW

The fader view contains 8 fader units and gives access to all the 192 fields available in Prego.

Bank indicator
swipe the page to
go to the next bank

Fader unit
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FAD ER UN I T

Except if it contains a chaser, the fader unit looks like this

Long fader
Used to set the
field level

Fader display
contains
the fader level
a flash button with flash level display
a Focusing/Exclusive button
an Inhibition button
a solo button
the fader automatic time (tap on it to change!)
the start fader key
the field number

Start key
Starts the fader
automatically using the
time selected

Disable Stage Recording
When activated, the field
content is not recorded on stage

Flash key
Used to flash content if the flash
mode is on.
If the flash enabled key is not
activated, this button is
unavailable (grey color)

Label
Used to display field content.
Tap on it to select a content !
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If a chaser is loaded, the fader unit looks this.

Long fader
Used to set the
field level

Fader display
contains
the fader level
a flash button with flash level display
a tempo button with tempo display

Start key

(tap the rythm on it to set tempo in Hard mode)

Used to start the fader
automatically following
the time applied.
The built-in chaser level
will follow the field level

a solo button
the fader automatic time (tap on it to change!)
a start fader button
the field number

Disable Stage Recording

Assign key

When active, the field content is
not recorded on stage

Used to assign a content to the
field or to flash content if the
flash mode is on.
The red led show if it’s filled

Flash key
Used to flash content if the flash
mode is on.
If flash enabled key is not active,
this button is unavailable (grey
color)

Label
Used to display field content.
Tap on it to select a content!
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If a chaser is loaded, the next fader on its right can be set to control chaser speed.

Fader display
contain
the fader level
the speed control amount applied
the fader automatic time (tap on it to change!)
a start fader button
the field number

Assign key
Used to assign a content to the
field. The red led show if it’s
filled
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QUI C K AC CE SS

The list of objects loadable in a field
Choose any item to navigate through it

press time label to set time value

The palette family list
choose a palette family to access the palettes
sub items

double tap on flash button to set
flash level
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PA G E S

By pressing the

button, you open the direct access popup pages menu.

Page popup

The page list
press New Page to record a new page ! !
press an existing page to access to its options

Setting of the page text
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FAD ER B AN KS

Bank quick access
Used to navigate through
fields every banks of 8 faders
(this ribon is scrollable)
A single bank

Double tap on the ribon to swap
between the two views

press a bank to scroll
faders directly to its
range

it displays :
field level
L : loaded
X : DSR
field range

Fields overview
Provides an overview of the
192 fields

displays if fields level
are > 0.

press a cell to scroll faders
directly to its first number
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FAD ER G R O UPS

Fader groups are used to move several faders at the same time by manipulating only one fader of the group. Fader levels
proportional differences are kept. The fader used to move the group will be the reference.
It is possible to set two fader groups. Each fader can be used in both of them. When none is active, each fader is
independant.
The All@0 function is used to set all faders to 0 except those in except mode. To set up an except mode, follow up the same
proceedure than with fader group assignment but press the All@0 when turned blue first.
Fader group assignment
Press the Wizard key
Fader group buttons turn blue
Press the group button you want to set up
Press fader labels to add/remove a fader to a group
Press Wizard to complete the procedure

faders groups in wizard mode

current fader group used

The number in red displays fader
currently used by fader group.
The numbers in purple displays
faders belonging to a group that is
not used at this time.
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C L E A R FA D E R C O N T E N T S & FA D E R G R O U P S

Faders contents can be cleared by console key combinations. Hold [C] + [Assign].

The

key is used for two functions.

Press clear button will activate the clear mode
Then you can clear fader content by pressing its label or clear a fader group by pressing a fader group button.

It is possible to clear all faders in a single operation by
opening the Page popup and press Clear All Faders
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The playback view

Main screen

First playback
Second playback

From this view you can perform two playbacks at a time
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PLAYBACK VIEW DESIGN

The playback view gives a simultaneously access to 2 playbacks in a
symetrical design. Wily! take care about right and left hand users!
In many ways, a half playback view looks the same as the main
view playback part. The biggest difference is that it has longer
faders, 2 controllers for speed control and a typed style zone
displaying the preset name.
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R AT E M O D E

Fix rate
This control allows to override the speed of the running
crossfade proportionally in a constant value during all the
crossfade. When the crossfade is over, the control is set back
to the middle position. It is useful if you want to speed a long
crossfade without keeping pressed the rate faders all along
the crossfade duration.

Tune rate
This control allows to change the speed of the runing
crossfade at a discrete value regarding the position of the
wheels. When released, this control goes back to 0. It is
usefull if you want to change the running crossfade duration
by small touches.

❲
❲
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SPECIAL CONTROLS

Shaft coupling sliders are «linked» by default.

shaft coupling sliders
Step text
Those stickers show the step text
filled on the current Prego
playbacks.
They can be changed by
touching them with two fingers.

Crossfade links both faders crossfade shafts
Fix rate links both faders fix rate shafts
Tune rate links both wheels tune rate shafts

Playback option keys
Those 3 keys set options according to
the relevant playback. Those options
have the same name in Prego.
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PLAYBACK SCREEN

Rate
display the rate factor
applied to the running
crossfade.

Scroll content

Sequence label

the main screen is able to display 3 user settings.
By default the 6 first playbacks are displayed with
the 6 first sequences.

touch the label to change the
sequence number loaded in
the playback

Crossfade
progress bar
display the running
crossfade status

Step & Preset
preset in B can be
changed by touching
its number

Times
Alert, Follow, Wait

touch a time to
change it!

touch the icon to
activate the belonging
autotime mode

All times and wait options set values for the step in B.
Press GO button to try the setted times!

Playback label
touch the label to change
the playback number
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Wily! include all record popup types to complete Prego interaction. This gives you an intuitive and touch based access to all
recordable objects of Prego lighting software.
Record popups are opened by default in Wily! client mode.
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RECORD PRESET POPUP

The record preset popup gives you a complete overview of your recording.
Build sequence

Cancel

complete the sequence list when active. Make a single
preset without attributes out of the sequence if inactive

press it to cancel recording

Preset number & text
tap on the preset name to
change its name

Devices
choose between :
-not to record devices
-to record only the one
changed with level
-to record all changed
attributes

Stage / Field source
recording source is field by default.
You can change it for stage.
In field mode, the field is field A.
You can change it for field B.

Attribute filters
move switches to choose
the attribute families you
want to include in your recording

Playback source
The playback source is
selectable in a scrolling list

Cue only
Record place

activate cue only mode

the place where the new preset will
be is selectable in a scrolling list
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RECORD GROUP POPUP

A group is an amount of channels with or without levels and without including attribute positions.

Group name
tap on the name to change
it. You will have access to
the virtual keyboard

Cancel
press it to cancel recording

Group number
show the group number
you want to record or
update

Stage / Field source
recording source is field by default.
You can change it for stage.

channel selection
by default all channels with
levels > 0 are recorded.
You can choose to record only
selected channels.
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RECORD LOOK POPUP

A look is an amount of channels with or without levels and including attribute positions.
Cancel
press it to cancel recording
Look name
tap on the name to change
it. You will have access to
the virtual keyboard

Look number
show the look number you
want to record or update

channel selection
Stage / Field source
recording source is field by default.
You can change it for stage.

by default all channels with
levels > 0 are recorded.
You can choose to record only
selected channels.

Skip palette reference
gives you the choice to
block inheritence of palette
references

Attribute filters
move switches to choose
the attribute families you
want to include in your
recording
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R E C O R D PA L E T T E P O P U P

Cancel
press it to cancel recording
Palette name
tap on the name to change
it. You will have access to
the virtual keyboard
Palette type / number
Palette reference
gives you the choice to record a
palette for every device of the
same kind (as a reference) or
only for the selected devices

show palette type and number
you want to record or update

Attribute filters
Update / Record
update doesn’t add the new devices and
parameters to an existing palette. It simply
updates the existing one.
Record adds new devices and parameters to
an existing palette or create one from scratch.

move switches to choose
the attribute families you
want to include to your recording
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RECORD POSITIONS POPUP

Record position popup allows you to record attributes according to Prego software function.

Cancel
Update previous recording

press it to cancel recording

updates the parameters at the
previous place they where in the
sequence

Cue only
activate cue only mode

Attribute filters
Position list
attributes will be placed on the
selected step of this list.
the list is not relevant if update
previous rec. is active.

move switches to choose
the attribute families you
want to include to your recording
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Live level

Clear patch button

instruments list

output list

command keys
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C L E A R PAT C H

Pressing Clear Patch key, will display a popup. You need to confirm to clear all the
dimmer patch.
Please note that this operation is not reversible.
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INSTRUMENT LIST

The instrument list gives you all informations about the instruments present on the
play. You’ll find their number, ID, Name and patched output.
You can directly change the instrument name from this list by pressing
with two fingers on the instrument name.
Note : output followed by a «*» mean that several outputs are connected to the
channel. Press « > » for more details.
To see the differents instruments, you can scroll the list with a finger, or callback an
instrument directly with the keyboard.

the instrument list

Press on the instrument name to change it
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INSTRUMENT LIST

From the instrument list, you will have the access to all informations of the patch,
including dimmer details

Press the arrow for details

list of outputs and devices connected to the instrument selected

Details of the output selected
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INSTRUMENT LIST

Instrument name

Selected dimmer

Kind
Can be Dimmer, Scroller,
moving head...

Instrument connected to this dimmer

Universe of the dimmer

Output
‘universe’ : ‘address’

Name of the dimmer
Dimmer mode
Can be A, B, or A/B, AB/BA
(used to declare spare dimmer
on a single instrument)

State of the dimmer

16 bit mode
Limit level
Limitation of the output
unpatch
Dimmer curve

Details of the output selected
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INSTRUMENT LIST
All the values can be modified by pressing them. The appropriate access
will be displayed regarding to the type of the value.

Details of the output selected
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OUT P U T LI S T

The output list display all the 512 output
available for a single dmx universe.
Each output used will be filled with one of the
following icons :
output number

instrument name

A device

A dimmer
instrument number

The output list display the 512 outputs of the selected dmx universe

A dimmer selected in live mode

A dimmer selected

You can choose the dmx universe to display. Press the output list header to display the universe list!
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DE V I CE LI S T

The device list is accessible by
pressing one of those item :

The output screen will display the manufactuer device list. Select a manufacturer
to access to the devices belonging to it.

or
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DE V I CE LI S T

Device template ready to be patched

Number of parameters

Select a channel
by touching it

Select an output
by touching it

Press :
- connect instrument
to patch the current
device template
"
or
- connect dimmer to
patch a single dimmer

A «MacIII Sol» patched from dmx address 9:31 on
instrument 391
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Go to next function
The go to next function increments by one automatically, the last instrument patched and
jump to the next free output in the current dmx universe.

press Go to Next button to activate
this function

In Wily!, the last selected device template is still ready to be used. Use the Go to next function to quickly patch several devices on the fly :
- select an instrument and an output
- select a device template
- activate Go to next function
- press Connect device each time you want to patch the same device

select an instrument and an output
Go to next button is active
A device template is ready to be patched

once Connect instrument is pressed, the device
is patched, the last instrument number is incremented by one, the next free output is selected
automaticaly.

Pressed Connect instrument to quickly patch
the next same device
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OUT P U T SE LE CT I O N

The dimmer select mode allows to select several dmx addresses to patch them with a single action.

You can select several dimmers by
pressing them in the list

Use two fingers to select a range of
dimmers
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LIVE CHECK

The live mode allows to bring up on stage the instruments or the dimmers selected. You can adjust the live output level.
The live mode allows to check outputs before patching them or to verify an output had been correctly patched to the instruments.

touch the live level screen to
adjust the live output level.
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LIVE CHECK

Live check of Instruments

If an instrument has several dimmers, all the
dimmers attached to that instrument will be
live on stage

press Channel Live button

select an instrument to bring it up Live

Live check of Dimmers

press Dimmer Live button

select an dimmer to bring it up Live
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LIVE CHECK
How to find patch error on an instrument with dimmer live ?

The instrument 2 has several
dimmers attached to it
(* mean more than one dimmer attached)

Press the arrow > to display
them

In the patched dimmer list, press with two fingers
on the dimmer you want to display live
(Dimmer live mode must be active)

You can directly change the number
of the instrument where this dimmer
is supposed to be patched !

You can directly check the patched dimmer without
scrolling in the address list!
Once the incorrectedly patched dimmer is
found, press with one finger on it for more de92

KEYBOARD ENTRIES
How to patch with keyboard

You can use the patch keyboard to patch dimmers or devices. Following the keyboard entries. The
language use NPI. The patch keyboard is independant of the other keyboards. If you use several
iPad at the same time, you can patch and make other actions (like focusing, call channels, create
presets...) at the same time.
CH : select an instrument
Dimmer : select an output from an universe (ex. : 2.347 means 347 output of universe 2)
Connect : patch the current selected instrument with the current selected output
Connect device : patch the current selected instrument with current selected device
Open instrument : unpatch all the output of the selected instrument
Open output : unpatch the selected output from the instrument it belongs to
Connect Dimmer : used to quickly connect an instrument to an output
select an instrument by touching it in the instrument list, enter the number of the output
you want to patch it on, press Connect Dimmer
Connect Instrument : used to quickly patch a dimmer to an instrument
select an output by touching it in the address list, enter the number of the instrument you
want to patch it on, press Connect Instrument.

exemples :
25 [CH] 3.45 [DIMMER] [CONNECT] : patch dimmer 45 of the 3td universe on instrument 25.
12 [CH] [OPEN INSTRUMENT] : unpatch all output attached to instrument 12.
45 [CH] 4.1 [CONNECT DEVICE] : connect current device template to Instrument 45 starting from output 1 of the universe 4.
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Global screen
displays all informations about
connexion and current show

independant faders

Grand masters
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I N D E P E N D A N T FA D E R S

Long fader

Fader display
contains

Used to set the
field level

the fader level
a flash button with flash level display
an Inhibition button
an exclusive button
time (tap on it to change!)
the start fader key
the field number

Start key
Starts the fader
automatically using the
time selected

Label
Used to display field content.
Tap on it to select a content !
The list of objects loadable in a field
choose any item to navigate through it

Flash key
Used to flash content if the flash
mode is on.
If the flash enabled key is not
activated, this button is
unavailable (grey color)

Disable Stage Recording
When activated, the field
content is not recorded on stage
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GR A ND M A ST E R S

Freeze+BO buttons enabler
Playback master
grand master dedicated
to playbacks

Freeze
Freeze data emission

Grand master

Black out
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GL OB A L DI S PL AY

Wily release

Wily station info
display :
- iPad IP address
- Wily! connection mode

Hathor/Prego station info
display :
- station name
- Hathor/Prego version
- Station IP Address
- Role
- Session name
- Play name
- File name
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THA N K S

PANGOLAB™ thank you very much for buying its product.
Please keep us in touch regarding any idea, need, feedback or bug. Our support@pangolab.com email is made for
that. We will update our online help and tutorials regarding users comments and improvements.
As we keep these app’ growing up, some topics or graphics of this manual could differ from your Wily! release.
Enjoy Wily! Enjoy Prego, enjoy lighting!

Wily! is a trademark of Pangolab Inc., registered in France and other countries.
Coyright © 2012 Pangolab Inc. All rights reserved.
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C O N TA C T

Wily! is a trademark of Pangolab Inc., registered in France and other countries.
Coyright © 2012 Pangolab Inc. All rights reserved.

PANGOLAB™
www.pangolab.com
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